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Craft & Technique: Magnetic Spark
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& Technique MAGNETOS EXISTED BEFORE AVIAtion, and they are still with us because of their relative simplicity and reliability. The magneto is a simple alternating current generator with circuitry that boosts its output to several thousand volts and sends it to the spark plug at the right time. To understand its operation, we must look at its three internal circuits: the magnetic, primary, and secondary. The magnetic circuit rotates a two-pole magnet on a shaft driven by the engine. On a four-cylinder engine the magnet turns at a 1-to-l ratio, and on a six cylinder it turns at a 1.5-to-l ratio to the crankshaft speed. A crankshaft needs two complete turns for a cylinder to step through its four-cycle firing sequence. So, four cylinders or six, each cylinder will fire during every two crankshaft revolutions. Because the magneto turns at crankshaft speed, on a four cylinder the magnet's poles (north and south) rotate past a fixed point twice per firing sequence. Because a sixcylinder engine is geared half again as fast, two crankshaft rotations produce three magneto pole passings. In both engines the trick now is to harness the pulse of magnetic energy associated with a passing pole, amplify it to a spark, and send it to an appropriate spark plug. But I get ahead of myself. The rotating magnet is surrounded on two sides by pole shoes made of soft, permeable iron, and these shoes are connected by pole shoe extensions 106
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Magnetic Spark



short review of Electricity 101. Moving a wire through a



magnetic field can generate electricity, and you can determine the direction of the current's flow by knowing which Magneto operation and installation way the wire is moving and the polarity of the magnetic field. You can also generate DICK KOEHLER electricity by changing the to the coil's iron core. These iron magnetic field with a fixed wire, parts create a horseshoe with its free and this is how the magneto generends on either side of the rotating ates electricity. magnet. When the magnet's north A magneto's primary circuit starts pole aligns with one pole shoe, the at the coil where the iron core, south pole aligns with the other, wrapped with insulated wire, is subthus magnetizing the iron loop jected to a changing magnetic field from north to south. When the created by the rotating magnet, and magnet rotates one half turn, the this creates an electric current in the poles swap sides, reversing the iron wire. If we stop here, we can see that the primary coil produces alternatloop's polarity. The heart of the magnetic circuit ing current similar to, but weaker is this: Every time the magnet comthan, what's available from your pletes a rotation it creates two maghome's wall socket. The rest of the primary circuit netic pulses of opposite polarity goes from the coil to the breaker through the iron loop. The primary circuit calls for a points to ground and back to the coil. A cam on the rotating Coil magnet shaft actuates the (About 180 turns no. 18 wire) breaker points, opening the circuit at the point of maximum current flow through the primary circuit, bringing the elecCoU tric current in the primary curPole shoe rent to a rapid halt. An electric current in a coil also creates a magnetic field (electromagnet) that changes in proportion to the change of the electric current. If the current changes suddenly, the Magnet associated magnetic field Contact breaker changes just as suddenly. When the primary points open, the electric current stops instantly, and the associated magnetic field collapses. As we Condenser go through the remaining parts



"GIVE YOUR INSTRUMENT of the primary circuit, keep this rapidly moving magnetic field in mind. Across the breaker points is a capacitor that reduces arcing and pitting of the points. Connected to the primary circuit is the primary or P-lead from the cockpit ignition switch. Turning the switch off grounds the primary circuit and prevents the breaker points from suddenly cutting the electric current generated in response to the rotating magnet. The secondary circuit also starts in the coil, where there's another winding of very fine insulated wire around the primary coil. When the points open and stop the current flow in the primary coil, the magnetic field collapses and creates electric current in the secondary winding. Because there are more windings of the fine wire, the voltage is greater. Through a carbon brush, this high-voltage pulse runs from the coil to the distributor arm, which is geared to the rotating magnet so it sends the power to the right spark plug at the right time. At the plug the current sparks across the gap to ground, igniting the cylinder's fuel-air charge. The electrons get back to the primary coil through the engine and magneto case. These are the magneto's key parts and how they dance together. To keep them all in time with the music, you must ensure that two critical timing items inside the magneto are correct before connecting the magneto to the engine. First, when assembling the magneto the distributor rotor in the secondary circuit must be aligned with the correct cylinder post at the time the secondary fires. A gear attached to the rotating magnet drive shaft turns the distributor rotor, and the two gears have alignment marks—the drive with a chamfer and the driven distributor with a dot. Second is the opening of the points, which are actuated by a cam that is keyed to the magnet drive shaft. Rotate the magnet until you feel a definite "neutral" spot, where the magnet is correctly aligned with the pole shoes. Then turn the magnet back about 10 degrees (the E-gap) and adjust the points to open at that moment. On some magnetos a mark on the cam's face aligns with a vertical mark when it's at the proper E-gap. A secondary check is to rotate the cam to maximum point opening; on most mags the points should be open .018 plus or minus .006 inches. There is one other internal timing mark. Bendix mags have a chamfered tooth on the distributor gear (usually painted red) that will align in the middle of the upper inspection port at the exact moment the point opens and cylinder 1 gets its ignition pulse. When the internal timing is correctly set, the red tooth, the opening of the points, and (on some models) the mark on the cam all align at the same time. Slick mags are different. Instead of a chamfered red tooth, Slick has an alignment hole through the back Sport Aviation
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Craft & Technique case and into the distributor gear. It sells an alignment pin that fits in this hole and holds the distributor at cylinder 1 firing position, where the points should be just opening, just like on the Bendix mag. If you don't have the Slick alignment tool, a piece of welding rod or a No. 10 finish nail works almost as well. With the magneto's internal timing correct and set to fire cylinder 1, all you have to do is set the engine to firing position for cylinder 1 and mount the magneto. This is called external timing, and to start you must remove one spark plug per cylinder and rotate the engine until the cylinder I's piston is coming up on the compression stroke. Continue until the piston is at top dead center (TDC) and then check the engine's timing indication system. Most Lycomings have timing marks on the back of the starter ring gear that align with the upper case half seam, and marks on the front align with a point on the starter. Most Continentals have marks on the prop flange that align with the lower case half seam or on the generator drive pulley in back. (There are several other systems, so check your engine.) Once you have found TDC for cylinder 1, back the prop up to the correct firing point the correct number of degrees before TDC (BTDC). With the prop stopped at the correct firing position for cylinder 1 and the magneto set to fire on cylinder 1, mate the two at the magneto drive. Put the washers, lock washers, and nuts on finger tight. Connect a good timing light and rotate the prop to see where the mag actually opens its points (where it would generate a firing pulse if rotating at enough speed). If you didn't get it exactly right, adjust the mag by rotating it a few degrees either way in its mount and recheck where the timing light indicates point opening. This requires 108
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patience and minute taps on the mag and prop to get the timing correct within less than a degree. Obviously, remove the alignment pin in a Slick mag before moving the prop, or internal damage will result. Bendix sells a holding fixture that makes mag installation easier, but it is easy to damage the distributor gear with it, so I don't use one because the red tooth is usually easy to see.



starter motor rpm, it would be putting out so much power at max rpm that it would create problems with arcing, insulation, and plug wear. To overcome this problem, magnetos first have a "shower of sparks" starting system that incorporates a separate induction or starting vibrator and a second set of points in (usually) the left magneto. It has a special start switch that wires everything together in the correct order and grounds the right mag, so it The heart of the mag- cannot accidentally fire at its fixed, advanced point (like 25 degrees BTDC). netic circuit is this: The switch sends battery voltage Every time the magnet to the vibrator, which chops it into pulsing DC and sends it to the normal-run breaker points on the right mag and the retarded breaker points that are set at TDC via the fancy ignition switch and the P-lead. From the vibrator the pulsing DC follows the path of least resistance to ground through the closed breaker points. As the engine rotates, the run (advanced) points open first, but After tightening the mag hold- the pulsing DC is still going to down nuts, recheck the timing. If ground through the retarded you're installing a mag with a new points. When the retarded points cam, recheck the timing again at 25 open next, the pulsing DC has no and 50 hours. Occasionally the cam place to go except through the priwears the point follower excessively mary coil. The pulsing DC creates in the first few hours, in which case an even greater pulsing current in a resetting of the points is usually the secondary coil, and it's sent via the distributor to the spark plug. the easy cure. This "shower of sparks" continues "Shower-of-sparks" and "impulse couplings" affect how you time a until the run points close in prepamagneto. How much current the ration for the next cylinder firing. magneto generates depends on how The cylinder gets a long, hot spark fast the magnet spins, with faster conducive to starting the engine. revolutions producing more cur- Most of the big old radials had this rent. When a magneto spins very system. It works well, at the expense slowly, it won't generate enough of some electrical complication and energy to fire a spark plug, and this the need for a good battery. Today, an impulse coupling is the is one of the device's major defects. Old aircraft engines turned so common starting aid, a spring that slowly at maximum rpm that you provides one quick spark per half could set up the magneto to work at rotation of the mag. The coupling starting rpm, but this doesn't work has three main components. The with "modern" high rpm engines. If cam and flyweights are attached to the magneto were set up to fire at the magneto shaft and turn with it.



completes a rotation it creates two magnetic pulses of opposite polarity through the iron loop.



The body is attached to the engine



position, giving a spark near TDC, which is about right for starting. When the engine is running faster than a few hundred rpm, centrifugal force retracts the flyweights



and turns with it, and a strong coil sprint ties these two components



together. The magneto also has stop pins that contact the flyweights at low rotation speeds.



and the cam and body are locked together at the advanced spark setting. An impulse coupling is fairly simple, but the stresses on its mechanical parts have generated



When the starter turns the engine, the upper flyweight drops the toe section beyond the rim of



the body. As the body and cam turn, the flyweight hits the stop pin, which is part of the magneto case. The pin prevents the magneto from rotating, but the body continues to turn with the engine, winding up



1, rotate the prop past TDC, and listen for the coupling to fire. Then



want any of those parts coming off



back the prop back to the normal firing position—but not too far



in the accessory section of your



back, or you will engage the



impulse coupling by pulling the prop through its normal rotation and listening for the coupling's



snapping release for each cylinder. It may have one coupling on (usually) the left mag, or it may have



ing one hot spark. This hot spark is



delayed from the normal firing



If you're trying to time an



impulse-coupled magneto, ensure that the coupling has fired (released), or you'll time it to the late position. Find TDC on cylinder



You can tell if an engine has an



releases its energy, spinning the magneto at high speed and generat-



only that mag selected. If the other mag should fire normally at its early position, the engine may kick back and damage the starter.



several airworthiness directives over



engine.



nears TDC, a projection of the body contacts a ramp on the flyweight, forcing the flyweight toe away from the stop pin. The spring rapidly



one coupling, you must start with



the years. As a minimum, an impulse coupling must be inspected for wear every 500 hours. You don't



the coupling spring. As the piston



couplings on both. If you only have



impulse coupling again. If you suddenly start getting strange timing



results, advance the prop past TDC to ensure the coupling is not reengaged. It sounds difficult, but it's easy, once done. There are no such problems like this when timing a "shower of sparks" system.
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